
Game Report Workshop – Game Narration 

This is the narration of the game that will be read to the participants in the workshop “Game Report” 

to be presented at the 2015 EXPOs.   

Make sure the participants have a Game Record sheet and a Game Report sheet, and,   

Make sure they have a pencil or pen, and tell them to document the incidents from the game 

you’re about to narrate using the Game Record sheet. 

Ask the participants if they’re ready to referee a game?   

Let them know that they will use the information in their Game Record sheet to complete the Game 

report.   

Game Narrative 

You have been assigned to referee the U-14 boys semi-final game between the Blue Stars from 

Region 12 in Area 20/A, coached by Coach Mark; and the Green Machine from Region 115 in 

Area 20/C, coached by Coach Lupe.   

Your ARs are Paul Simon, Regional referee; and Tom Tobin, Advanced referee.   

The game is scheduled to start at 8:00 a.m. in Field of Dreams #12. 

You arrive to the field at 7:25 a.m. and your ARs are already there, ready to referee. 

You start your pre-game discussion at 7:30 and by 7:40 you’re ready to check the teams. 

While warming up, Tom Bobadilla #12 from the Green Machine steps on the ball and twits his ankle.   

When you’re about to start the game on time, Tom B. notifies you that he will not be able to play 

due to a twisted ankle.   

Hearing Tom’s request, John Smith #20 from the Blue Stars, notifies you that he can’t play 

because of a stomach pain which his mother indicates is stomach flu.  

By the time both coaches double check on Tom B. and John Smith, and replace them with other 

players, you start the game 7 minutes (late) after the scheduled start time of 8:00am. 

Within the first 10-15 minutes, you set up a good tone for the game by allowing an appropriate game 

flow that the players accept because you called a couple of good fouls for each side. 

At the 22’ minute, #10 from the Green Machine scores a goal.  Immediately, Joe Grumpy #7 from 

the Blue Stars, believing that the goal was scored by a player in an offside position, runs towards 

Paul Simon and loudly dissents by yelling, “Are you blind?  That was offside!” 

You show the yellow card to Joe Grumpy and caution him for dissent. 

The game continues without any time lost and you finish the first half after allowing the teams to play 

for 35 minutes. (Note to the instructor: the 1st half ends at 8:42, 35 +7 minutes).  

After a 10 minutes half-time, you start the 2nd half. (Note to the instructor: 2nd half starts at 8:52, 8:42 

+ 10 minutes).  

 



Within the first 10 minutes you reset the tone for the game with a couple of correct foul decisions. 

At the 40’ minute, #12 from the Blue Stars scores a goal. 

At the 42’ minute, #12 from the Blue Stars scores his second goal. 

The game continues with the Blue Stars dominating most of the 2nd half. 

At the 68’ minute, #9 from the Green Machine scores a goal after fairly beating Joe Grumpy #7 

from the Blue Stars.  

Immediately Joe Grumpy goes down and starts screaming “He fouled me Ref!” 

You don’t believe Joe Grumpy and ask him to get up a couple of times as you explained that he was 

not fouled. 

Joe stays on the ground, faking pain, and says to you “You suck ref!” 

After delaying the game for a minute, Joe Grumpy gets up and dissents as he starts to walk away. 

You call him saying “Number #7, stop.”  You show him the yellow card and caution him for 

dissent. 

You double check to confirm this is his 2nd caution within the game, show him the red card, and 

send him off for receiving two cautions within the same game. 

After waiting for Joe Grumpy to leave the field of play, you add 2 extra minutes of play and end the 

match. 

      

 

 

   

        


